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We develop stable, reliable and computationally efficient numerical schemes for
solving linear and semi-linear partial integro-differential equations (PIDEs) aris-
ing in Financial Mathematics for pricing financial derivatives. These PIDEs are
the mathematical formulations of the American and European style options under
jump diffusion models.
Non-availability of the analytical solutions for these models motivated us to inves-
tigate reliable and efficient numerical schemes that numerically solve these models.
Second order central finite difference methods are used for the spatial discretiza-
tion, and composite Trapezoidal rule to approximate the integral term. We use
Padè approximations for the matrix exponential functions to develop time step-
ping schemes. This achieves second order of convergence in space as well as in
xv
time. To achieve fourth order of convergence in both space and time, we use cer-
tain powerful numerical methods such as the Chebyshev Spectral Method for the
spatial discretization and the Clenshaw-Curtis Quadrature to approximate the in-
tegral term. Then we use the fourth order Padè approximations. Two efficient
tools are used in this thesis to acquire an accurate numerical solution in much
less computational cost. The FFT algorithm used as a matrix-vector multiplica-
tion solver experimentally proves that it is much better than the straightforward
matrix-vector multiplication.
Calculating the matrix exponential functions and the inverse of higher order ma-
trices make the schemes computationally expensive. To overcome this issue, we
use the partial fraction form of the Padè schemes developed by Saad et.al. [25],
and Khaliq et.al. [22] . This reduces the computational cost.
Several Numerical experiments are given to support the analysis and to numeri-






Parabolic PDEs have smoothing property, that is, the solution is infinitely
differentiable for positive time even if the initial data is non-smooth. Non-smooth
data occur as a non-smooth initial condition, mismatched boundary and initial
conditions or discontinuity in the forcing term. Numerical schemes often develop
inaccuracies when solving problems with non-smooth data [16]. Parabolic
PDEs with non-smooth data have many applications in various fields such
as mechanical engineering, chemistry, and finance. Our interest is to numeri-
cally solve a partial integro-differential equation (PIDE) arising in pricing options.
Useful numerical schemes are expected also to have an analogous smoothing
property, whereby optimal order convergence is obtained for positive time under
data of low regularity. For the homogenous PDE, Khaliq, Twizel, and Voss [26]
developed an algorithm for semi-discretized parabolic PDEs using sub-diagonal
Padé approximations. Wade et.al. [48] used positivity-preserving Padé schemes
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for solving the homogenous parabolic PDE with nonsmooth data. For the in-
homogeneous PDEs, many authors have contributed in treating the convergence
for the cases of non-smooth data using diagonal and sub-diagonal Padè approx-
imations of matrix exponential functions. Wade and Khaliq [47] approximated
the exponential function using the rational approximation with three distinct real
poles. Voss and Khaliq [46] used rational approximation with four distinct real
poles and the partial fraction decomposition to develop a fourth order scheme for
inhomogeneous parabolic PDE.
A system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) is obtained by spatial dis-
cretization and Duhamels principle is used to obtain the exact solution of the
discretized system. This solution involves matrix exponential functions. Even if
the original matrix is sparse, the matrix exponential will not be sparse. The com-
putation of these functions can be a significant amount of work and this will affect
the computational efficiency of the scheme. Generally speaking, these calculations
of one-dimensional problems may not be very expensive but it will cost too much
time for the problem in higher dimensions.
Higher order rational approximations such as Padè approximations have been
avoided for long time because they require inverting higher order polynomial of
matrices that causes problems due to the ill-conditioning. In this regard there
have been some important contributions done by Gallopoulos and Saad [25],
Khaliq, Twizell and Voss [26] who used the partial fraction decomposition
technique to handle the problems with computational efficiency and accuracy for
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implementing higher order schemes. Using this technique, a fourth order scheme
can be implemented at the cost of a second order scheme [16,48].
For the semi-linear parabolic PDEs, Cox and Matthews [20] developed a family
of lower and higher order of exponential time differencing Runge–Kutta schemes
(ETDRK) for solving nonlinear system of PDEs. However, Kassam and Tre-
fethen [21] showed that the schemes of Cox and Matthews suffer from numerical
instability. To address this instability, the later addressed this issue by using com-
plex contour integration, where all eigenvalues must be contained in the a certain
contour. Choosing this contour would depend on the discretized matrix. This
yields a limitation in Kassam and Trefethen schemes. None of these achievements
treated the problems when initial data is non-smooth. Furthermore, Cox and
Matthews as well as Kassam and Trefethen modifications require to invert higher
order polynomials which causes computational difficulties as well as instability
due to the ill-conditioning [41]. Khaliq et. al. [22] introduced a new version of
the fourth-order Cox–Matthews, KassamTrefethen ETDRK4 scheme to eliminate
these computational difficulties by using Padè approximation to the matrix ex-
ponential functions. They also used partial fraction form technique to construct
parallel versions of the schemes. In this work, we shall extend the Khaliq et. al [22]
schemes to solve partial integro-differential equations (PIDEs) with non-smooth
data.
Partial integro-differential equations (PIDEs) arise in many fields such as
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physics, engineering and finance. Modeling some real life phenomena, PDEs fails
to consider the memory. To treat this, an integral term has been included to the
basic partial differential equation which yield a PIDE.
Black and Scholes (BS) [1] proposed a classical option pricing model, modeled by
a parabolic PDE which has been widely used for decades in pricing theory. Years
later, empirical studies revealed that BS model is inconsistence with the market
movement. To overcome this shortcoming, there have been different models such
as Jump-diffusion model JDM, with lognormally distribution jumps, proposed
by Merton [2], and with double exponentially distribution jumps, purposed by
Kou [3]. Both models have finite jump activity and results in a PIDE.
Since there is no closed form solution of such PIDEs, different numerical
schemes have been developed by several authors. Operator-splitting technique
has been used by Andersen and Andreasen in [4], where Crank-Nicholson scheme
is used for the differentiation operator, and explicit time step is used to compute
the integral part. Almendral and Oosterlee in [6] used operator-splitting technique
combined with fast Fourier transform (FFT) for solving the jump-diffusion model.
Multinomial trees method was suggested by Amin [5] but this is restricted by the
number of time steps, and it is just of first order accuracy.
Implicit explicit (IMEX) finite difference method was proposed by Cont et
al. [7]. Kwon and Lee [11] used IMEX method with three time levels. Recently,
IMEX-method has been proposed by Salami and Toivanen [12] to solve the pricing
option under jump diffusion model. More recently, IMEX-method combined with
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cubic B-spline collocation method has been proposed by Mohan et al [13], this
method is of second order accuracy. Exponential time integration (ETI) method
is proposed by Tangman, et. al. [9], for solving Merton’s jump diffusion model
under different options. Lee and Pang [15] avoided the difficulties in computing
matrix exponential by using shift-invert Arnoldi approximation.
We intend to extend Khaliq et. al. [22] scheme to solve PIDEs arising in
financial mathematics. These PIDEs formulate important models called jump
diffusion models. In order to reduce the computational cost we shall use FFT
algorithm which works as a matrix-vector multiplication solver . Using this solver
we can reduce the complexity from O(M2) into O(M log M) . We shall also
construct computationally efficient version of our scheme using partial fraction
decomposition technique.
• Thesis outline:
The main goal of this thesis is to develop efficient L-stable methods to nu-
merically solve two partial integro-differential equation arising in financial math-
ematics. The first PIDE is semi-linear for pricing European option under jump
diffusion. The second PIDE is for pricing American option under the jump diffu-
sion. Because of the early exercise constraint, the price of an American option has
to be at least the same as the payoff function. The purpose of the penalty method
is to remove the free boundary by adding a properly chosen penalty term to the
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Black–Scholes partial differential equation (PDE) which results in a nonlinear
PDE on a fixed rectangular region. Penalty methods force the solution towards
a feasible one by penalizing the violations of the early exercise constraint.These
L-stable methods are more accurate and computationally efficient. The thesis is
organized as follows.
In chapter 1, an introduction to the parabolic PDEs is given. The literature
review related to the homogenous and inhomogeneous PDEs is mentioned. In-
troductions to Padè approximations and partial integro-differential equations is
given. The development of the BS models and the JDMs as well as their related
work are given.
Chapter 1 is devoted to option pricing theory. Some concepts, notations are
given and different types of options are defined. The basic BS models and the
Merton’s and Kou’s JD models are given. The shortcomings of the BS models
and how to overcome them by the JDM are illustrated. The full derivations for
the BS and JD models and their formulas are given. The American options and
how to derive the nonlinear PIDE from the linear complementary problem are
mentioned with details.
In chapter 3, the semi-discretization shall be done by the finite difference meth-
ods and spectral methods. In case of the finite difference method, the second
order central finite difference is given with illustrative example. In Section 3.2 the
Chebyshev spectral method is given with some related definitions.
In Chapter 4, Approximating the integral arising in the PIDE requires to use
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appropriate methods corresponding to the numerical methods used in the semi-
discretization. In Section 4.1, the second order composite Trapezoidal rule is used.
Similarly in Section 4.2, the fourth order Clenshaw-Curtis Quadrature method is
given. Approximating the integral by this method is used when the Chebyshev
spectral method is used to discretize the spatial derivatives.
In chapter 5, the Toeplitz and the circulant matrices are illustrated. Further-
more, some important definitions and concepts related to the Fourier Transforms
are given. The Fast Fourier Transform(FFT) and how to use it as an efficient
matrix-vector multiplication solver are given in this chapter.
In chapter 6, the definition the Padè approximation and its properties with il-
lustrative example are given in this chapter. In Section 6.1, the partial fraction
decomposition form of the Padè schemes and the full derivation of this form are
given.
Chapter 7 begins with an introduction and literature review related to the Ex-
ponential time differencing (ETD) method. Our motivation to follow the schemes
developed by Khaliq et. al [22] is mentioned. In section 7.1, the exact solution for
an abstract form of the nonlinear PDE given using Duhamel’s principle is men-
tioned. In Section 7.2, we recall the derivations of the second order and higher
order ETD schemes combined with the Runge-Kutta time stepping scheme given
by Cox and Matthews [20]. Moreover, Our lower and higher Padè scheme are
derived. In Section 7.3, we give the partial fraction decomposition form of Padè
schemes given by Khaliq et. al [22]. This chapter is concluded by giving paralleled
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algorithms that can be implemented to solve our models using the lower order and
the higher order Padè schemes.
In chapter 8, the convergence results are given in this chapter by recalling some
theories from previous related works. The stability regions for each scheme is also
given by some illustrative figures.
In chapter 9 we experimentally prove the efficiency and accuracy of our two
schemes. In seciton 9.1, two experiments are given to confirm the efficiency of
the FFT algorithm and the Padè schemes by comparing our methods with some
other methods from the literature. In section 9.2 and 9.3, we give several experi-
ments to experimentally confirm the convergence and the stability of our schemes.
We test the convergence in space of the two numerical methods used in the semi-
discretization. Furthermore, we test the convergence of our lower and higher order
schemes in time.




The goal of option theory is to help the investors to manage their money, en-
hance returns and control their financial future. In this chapter, we first give
some terminologies and notations related to option theory and financial mathe-
matics, then we derive some financial models such as Black-Scholes (BS) model
and Jump diffusion (JD) models which are considered fundamental models in
financial mathematics.
2.1 Terminologies
Before we go through the mathematical models and their formulas, we first need to
give some important definitions and notations from option pricing theory that led
us to understand the models clearly. In this section we mainly take the definitions
and concepts from [56,57]
Definition 2.1 An asset is a sale object that has a known value at present, but
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it can be changed in the future.
There are a few examples of assets, such as currencies, for example the value of
US $1000 in Saudi Riyal, shares in a company and value of gold and oil.
Definition 2.2 : An option is a sale agreement between two parts, holder and
writer, to purchase or to sell, but not the obligation, a particular asset for partic-
ular price at particular time in the future.
There are several types of options, but we are interested in some of them which
will be divided into two types depending on the exercising type and exercising
time.
Definition 2.3 : Call option is an option that gives the holder (buyer) the right
to buy, but not the obligation, a particular asset for particular price at particular
time in the future.
Definition 2.4 : Put Option is an option that give the writer (seller) the right
to sell, but not the obligation, a particular asset for particular price at particular
time in the future.
Definition 2.5 : Butterfly Spread Option is a combination of three call op-
tions with three exercise prices, in which one contract is bought for two outside
exercise prices, E1 and E3, and two contracts are sold for the middle exercise price
E2.
The particular price is called an exercise price or strike price, the partic-
ular time in the future is known as the expiry date, or maturity and the value
10






max(S − E, 0) Call
max(E − S, 0) Put
max(S − E1, 0) − 2 max(S − E2, 0) + max(S − E3, 0) Butterfly
where E, E1, E2 , E3 are exercise prices and S is the stock price of the options.
Definition 2.6 :European option is an option that can only be exercised
(bought or sold) on the expiry date.
Definition 2.7 :American option is an option that can be exercised (bought
or sold) any time to the expiry date.
Remark 1 The names European and American options have nothing to do with
the geographic regions.
An Illustrative Example (European call option): The date of today is 18
February 2016, a friend of mine has the right to buy one XYZ share for SR
5000, the exercise price, on 11 October 2016, which is maturity. There will be
two possible situations that might happen on the maturity. If the XYZ share
price is SR5500 on 11 October 2016, then the man would exercise (buy) the
share for only SR5000, and immediately sell it for SR5500, earning SR 500
as a profit. On the other hand, if the asset price is only SR 4500 on the ma-
turity, then the holder would not exercise the option because he would lose SR 500.
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Mathematically speaking, let us denote E to the exercise price and T is the
maturity, S is the asset, and S(T ) denotes the asset price at the maturity. If
S(T ) > E then the European call option holder might purchase the asset for E
and sell it for S(T ), earning an amount S(T )−E . On the other hand, if E ≥ S(T )
then the holder may not gain anything.
Similarly, considering the European put option, if E > S(T ) then writer might
sell the asset for E and buy it from the market for S(T ), earning an amount
E − S(T ) .Whereas, if S(T ) ≥ E then the holder should not do anything. There
are other types of options which depend on the payoff values such as Digital call
options, binary options, barrier options, etc.
The following Figures (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) show the typical plots of the
payoff functions of Call, Put and Butterfly options respectively.
Figure 2.1: payoff function of call Option with strike price E=3.
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Figure 2.2: payoff function of Put Option with strike price E=3.
Figure 2.3: payoff function for Butterfly spread with strike prices E1 = 2 , E2 = 4,
E3 = 6 at the maturity date t=T
2.2 Black-Scholes Model
Black-Scholes (BS) model is one of the fundamental models in pricing options, it is
named after Fisher Black and Myron Scholes who developed it in 1973. Thanks to
Black-Scholes model, financial mathematics has been developed rapidly. Although
BS model was not sufficiently suitable for some realistic assumptions, most of the
13
other models in option pricing theory are either extensions or generalizations of
BS mode [29].
In Black-Scholes model [1], some assumptions have been considered which are
given below:
1. Geometric Brownian Motion (GBM) is followed
2. The rate of interest is constant and the underlying stock pays no dividend
payments.
3. No transaction costs, no taxes.
4. Short-trade is allowed.
5. Exercising is only at the maturity date
2.2.1 Black-Scholes Model derivation
We denote S to the stock price at time t. Consider the price of the underling asset
S is changed by an amount dS during a small time interval dt. Then the value of
the underling asset follows the a stochastic differential equation (SDE) given by
dS = μSdt + σSdW (2.1)
where μ is the drift rate, σ is the volatility of the stock, and dW represents
the Brownian motion which follows the normal distribution whose mean is 0 and
variance is t . Let the value of the option is denoted by V = V (S, t), where V is
14
twice differentiable w.r.t to S and differentiable w.r.t t . Applying Ito’s lemma
which is given by


















We set up a portfolio consisting of one option and −∂V
∂S
of the underling asset.
Then the value Π of portfolio is given by




where the change of the value during dt is given by

















Since the portfolio is risk-free, no risk portfolio, then it earns risk-less rate denoted
by r. Hence, we get
dΠ = rΠdt (2.6)
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With a suitable boundary and final conditions, equation (2.7) is known by Black-
Scholes differential equation.
2.2.2 Black-Scholes Formula
A Black-Scholes partial differential equation (2.7) is of final value problem type.
That is, the value of the option is known at the maturity T . Therefore based on
Black-Scholes model, the options which restrict the exercising time only at the
maturity such as European options have close form solution given by:




SN(d1) − Eer(T−t)N(d2) call option
−SN(−d1) + Eer(T−t)N(−d2) put option



























The figure (2.4) illustrates the graph of European call option under Black-
Scholes model at different maturities
Figure 2.4: Payoff function for European Call Options with strike price E = 4,
rate of interest r = 0.1 and volatility σ = 0.2 with three different maturity date
T − t = 0 , 0.1 and 1.
2.3 Jump-diffusion Models
Although Black-Scholes Model is considered as the base of option pricing theory,
empirical studies revealed that there are shortcomings in BS model when de-
scribing the market movements in reality. Several considerable studies have been
revealed to overcome these shortcomings. One important approach is what is
called jump-diffusion models.
Jump-Diffusion Models (JDMs) is the standard Black-Scholes equation, called
diffusion part, added to it a jump component. The diffusion part is modeled by
Brownian motion and the jump part is modeled by Poisson process.
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2.3.1 Jump-diffusion Model derivation
Consider the equation of underlying process dynamics, proposed by Morten [2]
dS = μSdt + σSdW + (J − 1)Sdq (2.8)
where the first two parts of the equation are the standard Brownian motion and






0 with probability 1 − λdt
1 with probability λdt
where λ is the Poisson intensity.
Following Lesmana, D. [57], we set up a portfolio consisting of one option with
value V and Δ shares at price S. Then the value of portfolio is given by
Π = V − ΔS. (2.9)
Then the change of the portfolio value is given by
dΠ = dΠ1 + dΠ2 (2.10)
where dΠ1 and dΠ2 are the change in the value due to the Brownian part and
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The change of the jump of finite size given by
dΠ2 =
[
V (JS, t) − V (S, t)
]
dq − Δ(J − 1)Sdq (2.12)
we choose Δ = ∂V
∂S
to hedge the risk of Brownian Motion, thus equation (2.12)



















(J − 1)Sdq (2.13)
Taking the expectation to the both sides of equation (2.13), to get rid of the





where f is a probability density function of the jump size J .
Assuming the probabilities of jump and jump size are not dependent, thus equa-



















E(J − 1)Sλdt (2.15)
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Due to the arbitrage approach, we get
E(dΠ) = rΠdt (2.16)
i.e the expected return of the portfolio is the risk-free interest rate r.
Putting κ = E(J − 1) , from equations (2.14), (2.15) and (2.16) we get a Partial















g(J)V (JS, t)dJ = 0 (2.17)
where g is the probability density function, for example in Merton’s model g is the
log normal density function. The PIDE (2.17) with suitable boundary and final
conditions represent the jump diffusion models. For example, a jump diffusion












+ (rS − Sκλ)∂V
∂S
− (r − λ)V + λ
∫∞
0
g(J)V (JS, t)dJ = 0
V (S, T ) = max(S − E, 0)
V (0, t) = 0
V (S, t) ∼= S − Ee−r(T−t) for large S
2.3.2 Transforming the jump diffusion model PIDE
Unlike Black-Scholes model, jump diffusion models have no close form solutions
and need numerical solutions to price the option. Therefore, we need transform
the final value problem (2.17) into an initial value problem.
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Let x = log(S), for simplicity we assume the exercise price E = 1, thus S = ex
Similarly, let J = ey ⇒ V (S) = V (ex) = v(x). Thus
V (JS) = V (exey) = V (ex+y) = v(x + y)
















Whereas, the integral part is transformed to be
∫ ∞
0
V (JS, t)g(J)dJ =
∫ ∞
−∞
v(x + y, t)φ(y)dy
where φ(y) = g(ey)ey
We also change the variables by letting y = z − x and τ = T − t. Then the PIDE







σ2 −κλ)vx + (r + λ)v−λ
∫ ∞
−∞
v(z, τ )φ(z −x)dz = 0 (2.18)
With the boundary conditions and payoff functions given, in [12] , as follows
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v(x, 0) = max(Eex − E, 0), Payoff function
v(xmin, τ ) = 0, lower boundary condition
v(xmax, τ ) = Ee
xmax − Ee−rτ , upper boundary condition




v(x, 0) = max(E − Eex, 0), Payoff function
v(xmin, τ ) = Ee
−rτ , lower boundary condition
v(xmax, τ ) = 0, upper boundary condition




v(x, 0) = (E2e
x − E1)+ − 2(E2ex − E2)+ + (E2ex − E3)+, Payoff function
v(xmin, τ ) = 0, lower boundary condition
v(xmax, τ ) = 0, upper boundary condition
where xmin and xmax are the boundaries of the truncated domain Ω.
2.3.3 Merton’s Jump Diffusion Model
A first and outstanding jump-diffusion model has been done by Merton [2] to
address the shortcomings of Black-Schols model. Merton considered the Brownian
22








where μ and δ2 are the mean and the variance of the distribution respectively.
whereas, the expectation of the the impulse function denoted by κ is given by




2.3.4 Merton’s Jump Diffusion Formula
Although most of the jump diffusion model have no analytical solutions, Merton
has given analytical solutions for specific maturity exercising options. (see Morten
[2] ). For example the analytical solution for European call option under Merton
JDM is given by






VBS(S, τ, rn, σn) (2.19)
where VBS is the value of European call option under Black-Scholes model at
τ = (T − t),
λ́ = λ(1 + κ)
σn =
√




rn = r − λκ + n
log(1+κ)
τ
The graph in figure (2.5) determines price of European call option under
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Black Scholes model and Merton Jump model obtained by the analytical formula
in the domain Ω = [0, 10].
Figure 2.5: Price of the European call option under Black-Scholes model and
Merton jump diffusion model at λ = 2 , with E = 6, σ = 0.2 ,T = 1, r = 0.03
and δ = 0.2.
2.3.5 Kou’s Jump Diffusion Model
Several years later than Merton’s contributions [2] in developing Black-Scholes
model [1], Steven Kou revealed another model called Kou’s jump diffusion model.
Kou assumed that the jumps follow a double-exponential distribution [3] whose
density function is given by
φ(ξ) = ρ θ1 e
−θ1ξ H(ξ) + (1 − ρ) θ2 e
θ2ξ H(−ξ)
where θ1, θ2 and ρ are constants providing that θ1 > 1, θ2 > 0, 0 < ρ < 1,
and H(.) is the Heaviside function. The expectation of the the impulse function
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denoted by κ is given by
κ = Expect(J − 1) = ρ
θ1
θ1 − 1




All the other assumptions in Merton’s model are assumed are considered Kou’s
model [3].
2.4 American Options
Unlike European options, In the Americans ones the holder can exercise (buy or
sell) a certain underling asset for a certain price at any time before the matu-
rity T . Therefore, pricing American options is more challenging than European
one because it is required to find the value of the option at each time step and
check whether this value is the optimal or not. Mathematically speaking, pricing
American option leads to what is called a linear complementarity problem (free



















V − Ṽ ≥ 0 (2.21)
where Ṽ (S, t) is the payoff function, the same function in case of European options,
received at the exercising time t ≤ T such that one of the equations (2.20) and
(2.21) must be strictly equal to zero.
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2.4.1 Penalty Method
Since we are not interested in numerically solving a linear complementarity prob-
lem (LCP) due to the solving-difficulty, we shall use another method called penalty
method. The basic idea of this method is to replace the LCP (2.20) and (2.21) by
the partial integro-differential equation (2.17) adding to it an appropriate penalty


















= p̃(V, Ṽ ),
(2.22)
where p̃(V, Ṽ ) is the penalty term satisfies




0 , V (S, t) ≥ Ṽ (S, t)
→ ∞ , V (S, t) < Ṽ (S, t)
In our work we shall follow Zvan et al. [17] in choosing the penalty term given by





V (S, t) − Ṽ (S, t), 0
}
, 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1











v(z, τ )φ(z−x)dz = p̃(v, ṽ) (2.23)
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with the the following boundary conditions:




v(xmin, τ ) = 0, lower boundary condition
v(xmax, τ ) = Ee
xmax − E, upper boundary condition




v(xmin, τ ) = E, lower boundary condition




In this chapter we shall illustrate the numerical techniques that we shall use in
this thesis. One Approach for solving a partial differential equation is by setting
up a grid or mesh in space and in time, then approximating the solution using a
numerical methods such as finite different (FDM), finite element (FEM) or finite
volume (FVM). In our work we shall use second order central finite difference
method to get second order accuracy in space as well as in time. Furthermore,
we shall use spectral methods to get higher order accuracy in space as well as in
time.
We first discretize the PIDE in space leading to a system of ordinary differential
equations (ODEs) called semi-discretezation to the PIDE, then we chose an ap-
propriate time dependent numerical method to solve this system. These two steps
are so called Method of line (MOL) [31].
Unlike the finite element methods and the finite difference methods, the test func-
tions used in the spectral methods are infinitely differentiable global functions.
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Whereas, in case of the FE or FD methods the domain is divided into small inter-
vals (elements) and in each interval ( element) there is a particular test function,
thus the test functions are local functions [32]. Therefore, for the sake of accuracy
the spectral methods are more preferable than the finite difference methods.
On the other hand, in the presence of boundary conditions, the use of some
spectral methods is less preferable than finite difference methods due to the ill-
understood stability problems that may be caused. Furthermore, a time-steps
restrictions are sometime required to achieve the desired stability. However, the
Chebyshev spectral methods deal with the boundary conditions [33].
3.1 Finite Difference Method
Finite Difference Method is used to solve different types of partial /ordinary differ-
ential equations, linear, semi-linear or nonlinear. Briefly, the idea is to transform
the derivatives into difference equations over a small interval by using Taylor se-
ries expansion. Finite difference methods may approximate the partial derivatives
explicitly, implicitly or both.
Lemma 3.1 Let V(x,t) be a differential function w.r.t x, then the forward finite






V (x + h, t) − V (x, t)
h
+ O(h) (3.1)
Lemma 3.2 Let V(x,t) be a differential function w.r.t t , then the backward finite
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V (x, t) − V (x, t − h)
h
+ O(h) (3.2)
Lemma 3.3 Let V(x,t) be a differential function w.r.t x , then the central finite






V (x + h, t) − V (x − h, t)
2h
+ O(h2) (3.3)
Lemma 3.4 Let V(x,t) be a twice differential function w.r.t x , then the central







V (x + h, t) − V (x, t) + V (x − h, t)
h2
+ O(h2) (3.4)







= f(x, t), x ∈ (0, X)
V (x, 0) = g1(t), x ∈ [0, 1], V (0, t) = g2(t), V (X, t) = g3(t), t ≥ 0 (3.5)
where α is constant ( for simplicity). We set the spatial mesh by letting its
size h = X/(M + 1), where M is a positive integer number.
Let xm = mh, where m = 0, 1, 2...,M + 1. Using lemma (3.4) we replace the
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+ Au = f(t), V (0) = g1 (3.6)



























3.1.1 Spatial Approximation of JDM Using FD Method




σ2vxx − (r −
1
2
σ2 − κλ)vx + (r + λ)v − λ
∫ ∞
−∞
v(z, τ )φ(z − x)dz = 0
We set the spatial mesh in the truncated domain Ω = [xmin, xmax] by letting its
size h = (xmax − xmin)/(M + 1), where M is a positive integer number. Set
xm = xmin + mh, where m = 0, 1, 2...,M + 1. Using lemma (3.3) and (3.4)
we replace the first and second partial derivatives w.r.t x by the first and second
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order central finite difference approximation respectively to get the following semi-
discretization
vτ + Av = F (v, τ ) (3.7)
where A is an M × M tri-diagonal matrix which is the spatial approximation of




















2 and c2 = r − λκ −
σ2
2
Whereas, F (v, τ ) is the approximation of the integral part which will be discussed
in details in the next chapter, F (v, τ ) also contains some other terms depending
on the options’ boundary conditions.
3.2 Chebyshev Spectral Method
Our aim in this section is to briefly describe the Chebyshev spectral method.
The idea of this type of methods is to approximate functions by interpolating
polynomials. In this section we mainly follow Trefethen’s books ( Ch. 5 [35] and
Ch. 8 [34] ). We introduce the Chebyshev points for a positive integer M
xj = cos(jπ/M), j = 0, 1, 2, ...,M,
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Following Tangmen [9], we shall use clustered grid nodes such that this clus-
tering will be at the boundaries Ω = [xmin, xmax] as well as at the singularities
E,E1, E2 and E3 which depend on the option. This technique is very effective to
reduce the error caused by the non-smoothing data. These clustered grid nodes
are given by
x = [x1, x2]
T (3.8)
where




























For a given function v defined on the Chebyshev points, a discrete derivative w is
obtained as follows:
• Interpolate v by a unique polynomial vj = p(xj), 0 ≤ j ≤ M
• Set wj = p′(xj), 0 ≤ j ≤ M
Since the operation is linear, we can represent it in matrix form
w = DMv.
where DM is a square matrix of size (M +1)×(M +1). Before we give the general
formula, we shall find the differentiation matrix at M = 1 and M = 2 , as follows
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• M = 1: The interpolation points are x0 = 1 and x1 = −1, and the interpo-


































• M = 2: The interpolation points are x0 = 1, x1 = 0 and x2 = −1 , and the








where its linear derivative is given by
p′(x) = (x +
1
2



































The general Chebyshev differentiation matrix is given in the following theorem
Theorem 3.1 [34] (Chebyshev differentiation matrix)
For a nonzero positive integer number M , the first order spectral differentiation
























2, i = 0 or M
1 Otherwise
Remark 2 [34] The second order spectral differentiation matrix D2M is the square
of the matrix DM
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3.2.1 Spatial Approximation of the JDM Using Cheby-
shev Spectral Method




σ2vxx − (r −
1
2
σ2 − κλ)vx + (r + λ)v − λ
∫ ∞
−∞
v(z, τ )φ(z − x)dz = 0
We set the spatial mesh in the truncated domain Ω = [xmin, xmax] by constructing
the clustered nodes (3.8). Then we substitute the first and second partial deriva-
tives in the differentiation part of the PIDE (2.18) by the first and second orders
spectral differentiation matrices DM and D
2
M respectively. Therefore, we end up
with the following semi-discretization












DM − (r + λ)I
Whereas, F (v, τ ) is the approximation of the integral part and some other terms




In this chapter we shall briefly discuss how to approximate local integrals as well
as non-local integrals. We shall use composite trapezoidal rule to approximate
the integrals term arising in JDM models. The advantage of this method is that
it gives a special kind of matrices called Toeplize matrix but this method is only
of second order accuracy . Therefore, we shall use a higher order method such as
quadrature rule method to achieve a fourth order accuracy [27,28].
4.1 Composite Trapezoidal Rule
The idea of this method in brief is that we divide a given interval [a, b] into
subintervals, apply a (simple) trapezoidal rule to each subinterval and finally we
sum the results.





for a smooth function f(x).
We partition the interval [a, b] into n-equal subintervals. That is
a = x0 < x1 < x2 < ... < xn−1 < xn = b,













(xj+1 − xj)[f(xj) + f(xj+1)] (4.1)













Theorem 4.1.1 (Composite Trapezoidal Rule Error)
Let f ′′(x) be continuous on [a, b]. Let let I =
∫ b
a
f(x)dx.and let G be the approx-
imated integral of f(x) using the trapezoidal rule on [a, b] with an equal partition
h, Then there is some ξ ∈ [a, b] such that
I − G = −
(b − a)h2
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f ′′(ξ) = O(h2)
The proof of this theorem and illustrative examples are available in (Ch 7, [27]).
4.1.1 Approximating The Integral Term Arising in JDMs
The main part of our work is approximating the integral ( jump ) term arising
in jump diffusion models. We call the partial integro-differential equation (2.18)
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σvxx − (r −
1
2
σ2 − κλ)vx + (r + λ)v − λ
∫ ∞
−∞
v(z, τ )φ(z − x)dz = 0








where μ and δ2 are the mean and the variance of the normal distribution respec-
tively. Define Ω = [xmin, xmax] and denote
I(v, x, τ ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
v(z, τ )φ(z − x)dz (4.3)












The integration over Ω is approximated using composite trapezoidal rule as it is
described previously, that is
∫
Ω









v(xj , τ )φ(xj − xi)
]
+ O(h2)
By replacing v(xmin, τ ) and v(max, τ ) by the boundary conditions corresponding
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to the option, we end up with a Toeplitz matrix [19] given by
[G]
j,i
= hφ(h(i − j)) (4.4)
for i = 0, 1, 2, ...M , j = 0, 1, 2, ...M .
Following [6,11] , the second and the third integrals are either zeros or analytically
calculated depending the boundary conditions of the option (call/put/butterfly).
For European call option, the second integral is zero because of the integrand
v(x, t) → 0 as x → −∞. Whereas, the third integral is directly calculated and
given by,( see Appendix A1, Eq. A.1)),
∫ ∞
xmax
























Remark 3 : For the same option under Kou’s model , the third integral is ana-
lytically computed and given by ( see Appendix A1, Eq. A.2)
∫ ∞
xmax












In this section we briefly determine an important and efficient numerical method
for approximating integrals. The general idea of approximating an integral of
a function using quadrature rule methods is that we simply sum up a linear
combination of the function at certain points. In the Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature,
Following Trefethen ( [34, 54]), we shall use the fast Fourier transform (FFT) to
evaluate the integral of a function f(x) on [−1, 1] , where x is in the Chebyshev
series. Consider the self-reciprocal function g(z) defined on the |z| = 1 by 2-to-1
pointwise equivalence x = Re(z). Let f(x) '
∑n
i=0 aiwi(x) is the interpolant
to f(x) in the Chebyshev points {xi}, where wi are the Chebyshev polynomials
given by wi+1(x) = 2xwi(x)−wi−1(x); where w0(x) = 1 and w1(x) = x. Therefore,















Since x = Re(z) = 1
2
(z + z−1) ⇒ dx/dz = 1
2


































Thus, the weights are given by 2/(1− k2) and the nodes {ai} determined by the











where xk = cos(kπ/n), which is the real part of the FFT.
∑′′ means that at
k = 0 and k = n the sum is multiplied by 1
2
.
Remark 4 Clenshaw-Curtis Quadratures are mostly given in the interval [−1, 1],
































In this chapter, an efficient matrix-vector multiplication solver is given for some
type of matrices. This solver yields efficient results in much less computational
costs. Before we go through the this solver, we first need to give some important
definitions and notations related to the work.



















a0 a−1 . . . a2−M a1−M
a1 a0 a−1
. . . a1−M
...
. . . . . . . . .
...
aM−2
. . . a1 a0 a−1


















Remark 5 In this thesis, approximating the integral term in the PIDE (2.18)
using composite trapezoidal rule gives the toeplitz matrix (4.4).
Definition 5.2 A Circulant matrix [C]M×M is a special case of a Toeplitz



















a0 aM−1 . . . a2 a1
a1 a0 aM−1
. . . a2
...
. . . . . . . . .
...
aM−2
. . . a1 a0 aM−1

















Definition 5.3 : A Fourier matrix D ∈ CM×M is symmetric and unitary


















−2πîjk/M , j = 0, 1, ...,M − 1 (5.2)
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where b is a vector and D is the Fourier matrix (5.1). Whereas the inverse DFT








2πîjk/M = [D ∗ b]j , j = 0, 1, ...,M − 1 (5.3)
5.1 Fast Fourier Transform Algorithm
A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm is an efficient technique for multiply-
ing a certain (M × M) matrix by (M × 1) vector. This algorithm reduces the
computational cost from O(M2) into O(M log M) [6, 12,19].
5.1.1 Evaluating Matrix-vector product by FFT
Consider a square Toeplitz matrix A of size M × M and a vector b of length
M . To evaluate the matrix-vector product [A]M×M [b]M×1 , we first embed the
matrix A into a circulant matrix [C](2M−1)×(2M−1) and let b̂ = [b, 0, ∙ ∙ ∙ , 0] where
b̂ is of size 2M − 1. The next step is to apply the DFT to the vector b̂ and vector
c, where c is the first row and column of the circulant matrix C. Finally apply











Computing matrix exponential functions has got a remarkable attention for
decades due to its importance in several problems in different fields. Approxi-
mating this type of functions not only needs accurate methods, but also needs
less time consuming techniques.
Padè approximation, type of rational approximation, is an important tool
to approximate matrix exponential functions. It is named after the French
mathematician Henri Padé (1863-1953). Padè schemes are the approximants
derived by a ratio of two power series approximations. Due to the rational form
of Padè approximations, it is better than Taylor expansions when approximating
functions containing poles. Following ( Thomée [36] ), Padé approximation of





where P nm(x) and Q
n




(m + n + i)n!





(m + n + j)n!
(m + n)!j!(m − i)!
(x)j
with the property Rnm(x) = e
−x + O(xn+m+1) when x → 0.
Examples: The following functions are different lower and higher orders Padé
approximations of e−x :
R01(x) = (1 + x)
−1 ( Backward Euler)














R02(x) = 2(2 + 2x + x
2)−1
R04(x) = 24(24 + 24x + 12x
2 + 4x3 + x4)−1














The following Definitions given in [37] are some properties of rational ap-
proximations
Definition 6.1 A rational approximation Rnm(x) to the function e
−x is said to
be A-acceptable if |Rnm(x)| < 1, whenever R(x) < 0. where R(x) is the real
part of the complex number x.
Definition 6.2 A rational approximation Rnm(x) to the function e
−x is said to
be L-acceptable if it is A-acceptable and |Rnm(x)| → 0 as R(x) → −∞.
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(a) Lower Padè Approximations (b) Higher Padè Approximations
Figure 6.1: Behaviour the functions e−x and lower and higher Padè approximations
Figure (6.1a) and (6.1b) show the behaviour of the exponential function e−x
and some lower Padè approximations such as R02(x) and R
0
1(x) , as well as higher
Padè approximations such as R22(x) and R
0
4(x).
Whereas the graphs in figures (6.2a)and (6.2b) show the amplifications symbols
of some lower and higher Padè approximations for x = α+ iβ ∈ [0, 20]× [−10, 10].
(a) (1,1)-Padè (b) (0,2)-Padè
Figure 6.2: Amplification symbols of (1,1)-Padè (left) and (0,2)-Padè (right).
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(a) (2,2)-Padè (b) (0,4)-Padè
Figure 6.3: Amplification symbols of (2,2)-Padè (left) and (0,4)-Padè (right).
We can observe that the Padè approximations R02(x) and R
0
4(x) are much
better to approximate the exponential function e−x than the others. Therefore,
we shall use these two approximants in our work to approximate the exponential
function e−x .
6.1 Partial Fraction Of Padè approximations
Approximating the matrix exponential functions using Padè approximations con-
tains quadratic and higher order matrix polynomial in the dominator which causes
higher computational complexity and less accuracy. Inverting these polynomial of
matrices causes problems due to the ill-conditioning. Moreover, round off errors
in computing the powers of matrices can produce bad approximations [38, 39].
In this regards, Gallopoulos and Saad [25], Khaliq, Twizell and Voss [26] have
made important contributions to address these difficulties . They used the partial
fraction technique to implement higher order Padè scheme. Not only this, but
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also they implemented efficient serial and parallel algorithms.





Follow Khaliq et. al. [26], the partial fraction decomposition of Padè approxima-
tions can be divided into two cases.
Case1: n < m















where q1 and 2q2 are the number of real and non-real roots {cj} of Qnm(x), R is




























Remark 6 From now on we denote the Padé approximation Rnm(x) by (n,m) −
Padé.
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Illustrative example: For case1, (0, 3) − Padé given by







To find the poles and weights, we first find the poles of R03(x) , roots of Q
0
3(x) ,
to get c1 = −1.5960716379833, c2 = −0.7019641810083 − 1.80733949445i.


















ω1 = 1.475686517795720, ω2 = −0.7378432588979 + 0.365017840801i
For case2 : we choose (3, 3) − Padé whose partial fraction form is given by








where c1 = 4.644370709252171 and c2 = 3.6778146453739 + 3.5087619195674i;
ω1 = −57.20254024714856, and ω2 = 16.601270123574 + 20.583184279387i;
Hairer and Wanner [40] described the stability of numerical methods that are
used for solving PDEs by the following definitions
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Definition 6.3 A method has an absolutely stable region D if |Rnm(x)| < 1
for all x ∈ D.
Definition 6.4 A method is called A-stable if |Rnm(x)| < 1 for all x in the left
half-plane.
Definition 6.5 A method is called L-stable if it is an A-stable and satisfies
lim
x→−∞





Exponential time differencing method (ETD) first appeared in the field of com-
putational electrodynamics [15], but it received much attention when it has been
combined with Runge-Kutta time stepping by Cox and Matthews [20]. They
developed a family of exponential time differencing Runge-Kutta schemes (ET-
DRK) for solving nonlinear system of PDEs. However, Kassam and Trefethen [21]
showed that Cox and Matthews schemes suffer from numerical instability when
the eigenvalues of the discretized matrix A close to zero because of the cancellation
errors. Kassam and Trefethen [21] addressed the issue of instability by using com-
plex contour integrations. However, since all eigenvalues must be contained in the
a certain contour, choosing this contour depends on the discretized matrix. This
yields a limitation in Kassam and Trefethent schemes. Not only this is shortcom-
ing in Cox and Matthews as well as Kassam and Trefethen higher order schemes,
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but also they all require to invert matrix higher order polynomials which causes
computational difficulties as well as instability due to the ill-conditioning [41].
Furthermore, they all didn’t test their schemes for non-smooth initial data which
usually causes instability.
Khaliq et. al. [22] overcame all these shortcomings by approximating the expo-
nential matrix by the Padè approximation. They used a partial fraction form of
the Padè approximations for solving nonlinear parabolic PDEs with nonsmooth
data. As a result, it is only required to solve a simple algebraic system.
In our work, we shall extend the work of Khaliq et. al [22] to solve partial integro-
differential equations (PIDEs) with non-smooth data. Particulary, they used their
schemes for pricing options under Black-Scholes model (BS) which is a parabolic
PDE. Whereas, we shall use ETDRK schemes for pricing options under Merton’s
and Kou’s jump diffusion models.
7.1 The Abstract PDE




vτ + Av = F (v, τ ) in D, τ ∈ (0, τ̄)
v = 0 on ∂D, τ ∈ (0, t̄)
v(., 0) = u in D
(7.1)
where D is a bounded domain in Rd with Lipschitz boundary and A is a
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uniformly elliptic operator and F is a smooth nonlinear on Rd.
We consider the IVP(7.1) is in a Hilbert space H , and consider A to be a linear,
self-adjoint, positive definite closed operator with a compact inverse T , defined
on a dense domain D(A) ⊂ H [22].
We assume that the resolvent set φ(A) of A satisfies the following:




We also assume there exist M ≥ 1 such that
||(xI − A)−1|| ≤ M |x|−1, x ∈ Σα
It gives that −A is the infinitesimal generator of the analytic semigroup





e−τx(xI − A)−1dx, (7.2)
where the contour Γ := {x ∈ C : |arg(x)| = ξ ∈ (α, π
2
)}, with Im(x) decreasing
along Γ.
Applying Duhamels principle to equation (7.1) to get
v(τ) = ζ(τ)u +
∫ τ
0
ζ(t − s)F (v(s), s)ds, (7.3)
For the homogenous case, F ≡ 0, the solution operator will only be ζ(τ)u.
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We set k ≥ 0, τn = nk, 0 ≤ n ≤ N , replace τ by τ + k in (7.3), and by the
properties the semigroups we obtain
v(τ + k) = ζ(τ + k)u +
∫ τ+k
0
ζ(τ + k − s)F (v(s), s)ds
= ζ(τ)ζ(k)u + ζ(k)
∫ τ
0
ζ(τ − s)F (v(s), s)ds +
∫ τ+k
τ
ζ(τ + k − s)F (s)ds
We change the variables s − τ = kr , to get
v(τ + k) = ζ(k)v(τ) + k
∫ 1
0
ζ(k − kr)F (v(τ + kr), τ + kr)dr (7.4)
where the recurrence formula is given by
v(τn+1) = ζ(k)v(τn) + k
∫ 1
0
ζ(k − kr)F (v(τn + rk), τn + rk)dr (7.5)
7.2 Time Stepping Scheme
The difference between a time stepping scheme to another depends on approximat-
ing the matrix exponential function and the integral term arising in the recurrence
formula (7.5 ). Cox and Matthews [20] have developed several lower and higher
order schemes based on the Runge-Kutta time stepping to approximate the recur-
rence formula (7.5 ). Let us denote vn and Fn to the numerical approximation to
v(τn) and F (vn, τn) respectively. For the simplest approximation to the integral
in (7.5), we assume that F is constant between τ = τn and τ = τn+1 , that is
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F = Fn + O(k) , so equation (7.5) becomes ETD1 first-order accurate given by
vn+1 = ζ(k)vn − (kA)
−1(ζ(k) − I)Fn (7.6)
This schemes is used in the field of computational electrodynamics [15]. However,
the nonlinear term, F , is not always constat, so we need to use order of accuracy
higher than one.
7.2.1 ETDRK2 Scheme
To get a second order approximation to the integral in (7.5) , we use
F ' Fn + r(Fn − Fn−1)/k + O(k
2) (7.7)
by substituting equation(7.10) in equation (7.5) it follows that





Fn + r(Fn − Fn−1)/k
)
dr
= ζ(k)vn + k
∫ 1
0
ζ(k − kr)Fndr + k
∫ 1
0
rζ(k − kr)(Fn − Fn−1)/kdr
= ζ(k)vn − A
−1(ζ(k) − I)Fn + (−A)
−2(ζ(k) − I + kA)[Fn − Fn−1]/k (7.8)
Following Cox et al [20], equation(7.8) is the ETD2 scheme. These type of ETD
schemes are of multisteps methods. Unlike ETD methods, RungeKutta (RK)
methods is more convenient to use and have small error constants and large sta-
bility regions [20]. Therefore, we shall combine the ETD scheme with RK methods
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to get Second-Order Runge Kutta ETD Method ETDRK2 as follows
Let us denote equation(7.6) by
an = ζ(k)vn − A
−1(ζ(k) − I)Fn (7.9)
Thus the approximation
F = F (vn, τn) + (τ − τn)
F (an, τn + k) − F (vn, τn)
k
+ O(k2) (7.10)
is applied and is substituted in equation(7.5) yielding the ETDRK2 scheme
given by
vn+1 = an + (−A)
−2(ζ(k) − I + kA)[F (an, τn + k) − F (vn, τn)]/k (7.11)
7.2.2 A second order scheme using (0,2)-Padè
As we mentioned earlier, a serious problem in Cox and Matthews development as
well as in Kassam and Trefethen schemes is the difficulty in computing the terms
−A−1(ζ(k) − I) and (−A)−2(ζ(k) − I + kA)
These two terms contain matrix exponential functions,ζ(k) = e−kA, A−1 and A−2
need a special treatment to avoid inverting these matrices. Following Khaliq et.
al. [22] and Yousuf [24], we use second order (0,2)-Padè approximation of e−kA
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arising in equation (7.11) is obtained by
vn+1 = an + (−A)
−2(R02(kA) − I + kA)[F (an, τn + k) − F (vn, τn)]/k
= an + k(2I + 2kA + (kA)
2)−1(I + kA)[F (an, τn+1) − F (vn, τn)]





−1(R02(kA) − I)F (vn, τn) (7.13)
= R02(kA)vn + kP2(kA)F (vn, τn) (7.14)
and
R02(kA) = 2(2I + 2kA + (kA)
2)−1
with





The fourth order ETDRK4 Cox’s et. al. [20] scheme can be constructed in a
similar way to the lower orders. We consider the ETDRK4 scheme given by
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− 4 + kA + ζ(k)
(




F (an, τn + k/2) + F (bn, τn + k/2))
[
2 − kA + ζ(k)
(
− 2 − kA)
]
+F (cn, τn + k)
[







an = ζ(k/2)vn − A
−1
(
ζ(k/2) − I)F (vn, τn) (7.16)
bn = ζ(k/2)vn − A
−1
(
ζ(k/2) − I)F (an, τn + k/2) (7.17)
cn = ζ(k/2)an − A
−1
(
ζ(k/2) − I)(2F (bn, τn + k/2) − F (vn, τn) (7.18)
These schemes are not only suffer from numerical instability [21], but also it
require to compute −A−1 and (−A)−3 and calculate matrix exponential functions
e−kA and e−kA/2 .
7.2.4 A Fourth order Scheme based on(0,4)-Padè
We follow Khaliq et. al. [22] schemes who developed efficient higher order Padè
schemes that don’t require inverting matrices. We shall give the notation Rmn (kA)
as (n, m)-Padè approximation of e−kA and R̄mn (kA) as (n,m)-Padè approximation
of e−kA/2 . We are interested in the (0,4)-Padè approximation of e−kA to get a
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forth order Padè scheme given by
vn+1 = R
0
4(kA)vn + P1(kA)F (vn, tn) + P2(kA)
(
F (αn, τn + k/2)
+F (βn, τn + k/2)
)




4(kA)vn + P̄(kA)F (vn, τn)
βn = R̄
0





2F (βn, τn + k/2) − F (vn, τn)
)
with
R04(kA) = 24(24I + 24kA + 12k





P3(kA) = k(4I + 4kA + k





where the rational function P1(kA), P2(kA) and P3(kA) are obtained from the
second, third and fourth term of equation (7.15). Whereas, P̄(kA) is obtained
from the second term of equation(7.16).
7.3 Partial Fraction Form Padè Schemes
The ETDRK schemes mentioned in the previous section contain lower and
higher order polynomials of matrices which cause computational difficulties. In
this regards, Gallopoulos and Saad [25] , Khaliq, Twizell and Voss [26] have
made important contributions to address this issue. They used the partial
fraction technique to implement the Padè schemes. Not only this, but also
they implemented efficient serial and parallel algorithms. Yousuf et al [24]
developed algorithms to implement diagonal and damping subdiagonal schemes
and obtained the following version of schemes. Although we are interest only on
two particular types of Padè approximations, for the sake of generalization, we
shall give schemes of (n,m)- Padè in general for any positive integer numbers n , m.




























, i = 1, 2, 3.
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where q1 and 2q2 are the number of real and non-real polescj of R
n
m and Pi
respectively, with q1 + 2q2 = n. Whereas, ωj and ωij are the weights of R
n
m and
Pi corresponding to the poles cj .




























where q1 and 2q2 are the number of real and non-real poles c̄j of R̄
n
m and P
respectively, where q1 + 2q2 = n. Whereas, ω̄j and Ωj are the weights of R̄
n
m and
P corresponding to the poles cj respectively.















Whereas, the corresponding Pi(x) , i = 1, 2, 3. are given by the same form in















Whereas, the corresponding P(x) is given by the form as in case1.
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7.4 Algorithms
Although we are interested in (0,2)-Padè for lower order schemes and (0,4)-Padè
schemes for higher order schemes, we shall write a general paralleled algorithm
for (n,m)-Padè schemes.
For j = 1 to q1 + q2




Xj = ω̄jvn + kΩjF (vn, τn)





















Yj = ω̄jvn + kΩjF (αn, τn + k/2)
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Zj = ω̄jαn + kΩj
(
2F (βn, τn + k/2) − F (vn, τn)
)





















Uj = ωjvn + kω1jF (vn, τn) + 2kω2j
(
F (αn, τn + k/2) + F (βn, τn + k/2)
)
+ kω3jF (γn, τn + k) (7.20)
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In order to implement the previous paralleled algorithm and use it to solve
our models, we first need to compute the poles and weights corresponding to the
chosen Padè schemes and the corresponding Pj .
1. For (0,2)-Padè schemes, R02(x) has one non-real pole and its conjugate, so
we treat them as one pole, i.e. q1 = 0 and q2 = 1. where c1 = −1 + i, the
corresponding weight is ω1 = −i, and the weights corresponding to the same of









2. For (0,4)-Padè schemes, R04(x) has two non-real poles and their conju-
gates, i.e. q1 = 0 and q2 = 2. where
c1 = −1.72944423106769 + i0.888974376121862
c2 = −0.2705557689322 − i2.50477590436244
with the corresponding weights
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ω1 = 0.541413348429182 − i1.58885918222330.
ω2 = − 0.541413348429154 − i0.248562520866115.
where the weights corresponding to the same poles of the rational functions
{Pj(x)}3j=1 are
ω11 = 0.244153693956274 − i0.0497524711964030.
ω12 = −0.244153693956268 − i0.0750708534900480.
ω21 = −0.0240066687966667 − i0.210771761184790.
ω22 = 0.0240066687966698 + i0.110830774318527.
ω31 = 0.473042583717175 + i0.293424221840328.
ω32 = 0.0269574162828241 − i0.165188084403066
Whereas, the poles and weights for R̄04(x) are:
c̄1 = −3.45888846213543 − i1.77794875224371.
c̄2 = −0.541111537864595 − i5.00955180872487.
ω̄1 = 1.08282669685827 + i3.17771836444659.
ω̄2 = −1.08282669685831 − i0.497125041732246.
with the weights corresponding to the same poles of the rational functions P̄(x)
are:
Ω1 = −0.621169602486758 − i0.599415294095229.





In this chapter we shall study the convergence of the ETDRK schemes which have
been studied by B. Kleefeld et al [44]. We shall also study the stability analysis
of the lower and higher Padè schemes.
8.1 Convergence
Although many schemes that depend on Runge-Kutta time stepping methods such
as ETDRK schemes were developed, a complete proof of the convergence has not
been achieved [44]. We shall present the convergence results for our interesting
L-stable (0,2)-Padè scheme and (0,4)-Padè scheme. Since our focus is to study
the convergence of a time-stepping method, we shall consider the error bound
between the solutions of the semi-discretized problems (7.9) and (7.11), and the
fully discretized problems (7.12) and (7.14).
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Remark 7 : In order to distinguish the semi-discrete problems (7.9) from the
the fully discretized problems (7.12) and (7.14) in which the matrix exponential
function e−kA is replaced by the Padè approximation R02(kA), we shall denote v̂
and â to v and a respectively in the semi-discretized problems (7.12) and (7.14).
Let H be the finite dimensional subspace of L2(D), where D is a bounded domain
in Rd. We also assume that F (t, v̂(t)) is Lipschitz on [0, T ]×H , that is, it satisfies
the following assumption:
Assumption( [44]) : Let F : [0, T ] × H → H and U be an open subset of
[0, T ] × H, For every (t, x) ∈ U , there exists a neighbourhood V ∈ U and a real
number LT such that
||F (t1, x1) − F (t2, x2)||H ≤ LT (|t1 − t2| + ||x1 − x2||H), (8.1)
for every (t1, x2), (t2, x2) ∈ V.
Theorem 8.1 ( [44]): If F is Lipschitz on [0, T ] × H, then for the numerical
solution the following error bound holds if F ∈ C2([0, T ]; L1),















||AF (tj, v̂j)||H (8.2)
uniformly on 0 ≤ tn ≤ T . Where C1 is a constant depends on T but is inde-
pendent of n, k, and A. Whereas, the constant C2 = maxt∈[0,T ]{||F (t, 0)||H} is
independent of v̂.
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The proofs of theorem(8.1) is given by Kleefield ( [44], Theorem(4.7)) where the
(1,1)-Padè approximation is used to approximate the exponential of matrices.
Whereas, we approximate the exponential functions by the (0 , 2) − Padè and
(0, 4) − Padè approximations.
8.2 Stability Analysis
In this section we shall study the stability conditions of the (0 , 2) − Padè and
(0, 4) − Padè schemes, (see [20,39]). Consider the nonlinear ODE,
vt = cv + F (v) (8.3)
where F (v) is the nonlinear term. We assume that there exists a fixed point
v0 = v(t0), such that cv0 + F (v0) = 0. We linearize about the fixed point to lead
to
vt = cv + λv. (8.4)
where v becomes the perturbation to v0, whereas, λ = F
′(v0).
Following Cox et. al in [20], if R(c + λ) < 0, then the fixed point v0 is stable.
To obtain the stability region of the numerical methods, we first denote ξ =
λk and η = ck, where k is the time step-size, then we apply equation (7.12)
or equation (7.19), in case of the second order or fourth order L-stable method
respectively, to the ODE (8.4) leading to a recurrence relation involving vn and
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vn+1. The following amplification factor corresponding to the (0,2)-Padè scheme
can be computed by any mathematical software.
vn+1
vn
= r(ξ, η) =
ξ2η2 − 3ξ2η + 2ξ2 + ξη2 − 4ξη + 4ξ + 2η2 − 4η + 4
(η2 − 2η + 2)2
(8.5)
Generally speaking, the parameters c and λ are complex and ξ and η as well.
Therefore, the the stability region of the (0,2)-Padè scheme is four dimensional,
which make it difficult to plot [20]. Hence different approaches have been used to
overcome this issue. Cox et al. [20] set both ξ and η as real, whereas, Beylkin [45]
assumed that ξ is complex and η is fixed and real.
According to Beylkin [45], for a better useful method, the stability regions grow
as |η| becomes larger. Therefore, We shall fix η with several negative real values







η=-20 η=-10 η=-5 η=0












Figure 8.1: Stability regions(inside the circles) of (0,2)-Padè scheme in the complex
ξ-plane
We can observe from figure (8.1) that the stability region tends to the second
order Runge-Kutta scheme as η → 0, and it grows as η decreases from -10 to -20.
This result gives an indication of the stability of the (0,2)-Padè scheme.
Similarly, to present the stability regions of the higher order L-stable method, we
shall first obtain the amplification factor of the fourth order L-stable (0,4)-Padè
scheme. We follow the same procedure used by in [20, 45] to derive the amplifi-
cation factor corresponding to the (0,4)-Padè scheme. Using Matlab©2014b, we
end up with the following amplification factor
vn+1
vn
= r(ξ, η) =








D = (24 − 24η + 12η2 − 4η3 + η4)(384 − 192η + 48η2 − 8η3 + η4)3
c1 = 905969664 + 1472200704η + 1160773632η
2 + 608698368η3 + 229441536η4 +
63111168η5 +12238848η6 +1376256η7−61440η8−69376η9−17856η10−2912η11−
332η12 − 24η13 − η14
c2 = 226492416 − 283115520η + 179306496η2 − 64880640η3 + 12779520η5 −
7643136η6 + 2810880η7 − 762624η8 + 159616η9 − 26400η10 + 3440η11 − 338η12 +
24η13 − η14;
c3 = 113246208 − 169869312η + 122683392η2 − 70778880η3 + 26738688η4 −
7495680η5 + 1665024η6 − 287744η7 + 40384η8 − 4544η9 + 388η10 − 26η11 + η12;
c4 = 28311552−49545216η+37158912η2−23887872η3+10764288η4−3566592η5+
925952η6 − 187712η7 + 30176η8 − 3828η9 + 364η10 − 25η11 + η12;
In figure (8.2), we show the stability region in the complex ξ-plane for different
negative real η, η = 0, η = −5, η = −10 and η = −20. When η → 0 the stability
region tends to the fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme; and, as η decreases from























In this chapter we shall demonstrate the performance of our schemes by showing
their efficiency and accuracy. Several techniques are used to overcome some dif-
ficulties in the computations. Our concern is not only the convergence, but also
on the computational cost, thus our experiments are divided into two approaches,
the first approach is to show efficiency of our schemes by comparing the computa-
tional cost of our schemes and of others from the literature. The second approach
is to show the effectiveness of our schemes by achieving the desired order of con-
vergence in space as well as in time.
Although some numerical schemes look accurate and stable when approximating
the price of such option, they lack these properties when approximating the sensi-
tivities of the options known as Greeks [13]. Therefore, we shall graphically show
the stability of some of the Greeks ( Delta Δ and Γ) where Delta measures the
rate of change of option value with respect to changes in the underlying asset’s
price. Whereas, Gamma represents the rate of change in the delta with respect
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to changes in the underlying price. Mathematically speaking, Delta and Gamma








All the experiments are taken from well known literature and have important
practical significance. We have used our schemes to evaluate the price of European
and American call, put and butterfly options under Merton’s [2] and Kou’s [3]
jump diffusion models. All the numerical experiments results were computed
using Matlab on PC running with processer core i3.
9.1 Computational Costs
In this section we have two experiments, the first is used to show the efficiency of
the FFT algorithm as a matrix-vector multiplication solver. The second experi-
ment is to show the efficiency of the partial fraction form of the Padè scheme.
9.1.1 FFT Algorithm Efficiency
To compare the efficiency of the FFT algorithm when it is used as a matrix-vector
multiplication solver, we compare the CPU time when using the (0,4)-Padè scheme
with and without the FFT algorithm . Our schemes is used to solve the European
call option under Kou’s JDM in the truncated domain Ω = [−6, 6], with the
parameters from the literature [6] shown in Table(9.1)
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Table 9.1: Parameters of Kou’s model
E σ ρ r λ α1 α2 T
1 0.2 0.5 0 0.2 3 2 0.2
Table 9.2: FFT algorithm vs the straightforward multiplication.
Straightforward Multiplication FFT Algorithm
M N CPU(seconds) CPU(seconds)
257 40 0.250 0.277
513 80 0.939 0.822
1025 160 4.777 4.169
2049 320 27.683 22.018
4097 640 176.423 130.603
8193 1280 1265.331 740.895
From table (9.2) we can observe that for small systems of equations with a few
iterations, FFT algorithm is not that useful. However, in the bigger systems and
many iterations it becomes very useful, it reduces the computational cost about
half of the straightforward multiplication.
9.1.2 Padè Schemes Efficiency
In this experiment we consider the numerical solution for European call option
under Merton’s jump obtained by (0,2)-Padè scheme and exponential Time Inte-
grator ( ETI) method used by [42] , under the data set given in Table (9.3) and
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the truncated domain xmin = −2 and xmax = 2.
In the ETI method , we follow [42] by computing the matrix exponential function
e−Ax explicitly using the built-in function expm in Matlab© and we also compute
the inverse of the discretized matrix A by the built-in function inv
Table 9.3: Parameters and notations of the 2nd experiment.
Exercise Price Volatility Variance interest Rate jump size Mean Maturity
E σ δ r λ μ T
100 0.3 0.5 0 1 0 0.5
In this experiment we use the Chebychev spectral method in the spatial discret
ization yielding a dense matrix A, thus it causes difficulty in the computation
which makes the need for the Padè scheme in the partial fraction decomposition
necessary.
The results given in table (9.4) are obtained by calculating the price of European
call option under Merton’s JDM at the asset price S = E at each refinement, the
number of space-step (M) is taken as equal to the number of time-step (N). The
error is calculated by
Error = |Vapprox(E) − Vexact(E)| (9.1)
where the exact solution is computed by the analytical formula [2] given in (Chap-
ter 2).
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Table 9.4: L–Stable scheme vs ETI scheme
L–Stable Scheme ETI
M N Error CPU Error CPU
40 40 2.706e -02 0.03714 1.929e-02 0.27055
80 80 3.180 e-03 0.23670 1.216e-03 0.48838
160 160 5.778 e-05 0.39437 8.343 e-06 2.72692
320 320 1.365e-05 1.50878 1.260e-6 48.91743
640 640 3.918e-06 10.36289 8.074e-7 683.06578
We can easily notice from Table(9.4) that the accuracy of the solution is almost
the same in the both methods. However, the Padè scheme is extremely faster than
the ETI scheme especially, when the time-steps is small as well as the size of the
matrix A is larger.
9.2 Pricing European Options
In this section we shall test the effectiveness of our schemes by evaluating the
price of European call and put under Merton’s and Kou’s JDM. Our main target
here is to experimentally show that our second and fourth order schemes achieve
the convergence order.
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9.2.1 European Call Option Under Merton’s JDM
We consider the numerical solution for European call options under Merton’s
JDM obtained by the (0,2)-Padè scheme as well as the (0,4)-Padè scheme in the
truncated domain xmin = −1.5 and xmax = 1.5 with the parameters in table (9.5)
taken from the literature [43]
Table 9.5: Parameters of the 3nd experiment.
E σ δ r λ μ T
100 0.2 0.2 0.05 2 0 0.5
The graphs in figure (9.8a) and (9.1b) show the behavior of the numerical solutions
of the European call option obtained by the (0,2)-Padè scheme as well as the (0,4)-
Padè scheme.
(a) (0,2)-Padè scheme (b) (0,4)-Padè scheme
Figure 9.1: The numerical solution of the European call option obtained by lower
and higher order Padè schemes according to the data set in table(9.5) and xmin =
−1.5 and xmax = 1.5.
Similar to the previous graph, we use the same data set and domain to present
the evolution profiles for the (0,2)-Padè and (0,4)-Padè schemes in figure(9.2a)
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and figure (9.2b) respectively. They both show a similarity with the graph of the
solution profile in figure (9.1).
(a) (0,2)-Padè scheme (b) (0,4)-Padè scheme
Figure 9.2: The evolution profile of the European call option obtained by lower
and higher order Padè schemes.
To test behaviour of our schemes, we check the Greeks options under the
Black-Scholes model , no jump, and the Merton’s jump diffusion model with high
intensity jump. The graphs in figures (9.3) show that our L-stable schemes are
very stable and no spurious oscillations even if the the jump has high intensity.
(a) Delta (b) Gamma
Figure 9.3: Greek options under European call option in Merton’s model
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The convergence results are computed by multiplying the number of time-steps
N by two, starting by 40 nodes and uniformly refined to 640 . Whereas, the space
step size is fixed by h = 0.001. The error is calculated by the difference between
the exact and approximated solution at the asset price S = E. The exact solution
at T = 0.5 and T = 1 is 10.4219064 and 15.66668082 respectively, where the order







Table 9.6: Convergence of the L–Stable scheme at S = E
T=0.5 T=1
Time Steps Error Order Error Order
40 1.2283e-03 – 5.9796e-3 –
80 3.0948e-4 1.98877 1.5008e-3 1.99432
160 7.7761e-05 1.99273 3.7514e-4 2.00022
320 1.9492e-05 1.99615 9.3706e-5 2.00122
640 4.8372e-06 2.0106 2.3296e-05 2.00803
The results in table(9.6) shows the desired second order of convergence in time
the L–Stable scheme at short and long maturities.
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9.2.2 European Call option under Kou’s model
For Kou’s jump diffusion model, we consider the parameters given in table (9.1)
and the truncated domain Ω = [−6, 6]. We compare our scheme with the second
order backward differentiation formula (BDF2) given in a well-known literature,
[6]. Table (9.7) illustrates the results of the comparison with respect to error at
asset price S = E whose analytical solution is 0.04267.
Table 9.7: European call option under Kou’s model
L–Stable scheme BDF2
M N Price Error Order Price Error Order
65 10 0.026923 1.57469972e-02 – 0.024380 1.82900000e-02 –
129 20 0.036869 5.80130313e-03 1.44063 0.034070 8.60000000e-03 1.08865
257 40 0.041394 1.27590920e-03 2.18485 0.040860 1.81000000e-03 2.24835
513 80 0.042347 3.23055884e-04 1.98167 0.042400 2.70000000e-04 2.74496
From the results in Table(9.7) we can say that our approximated solution
obtained by L–Stable scheme is getting closer to the exact solution faster than
BDF2 method specially when the step size is smaller. Furthermore, the order of
convergence gets also closer to 2 in the Padè scheme faster than in the FDBK2.
9.2.3 European Put Option Under Merton’s JDM
We consider the domain Ω = [−2, 2] and the parameters given in Table(9.3) to
test the effectiveness of the (0,2)- Padè scheme in European put option under
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Merton’s JDM. Figure (9.4) demonstrates the graph of the European put option
obtained by the 100 nodes and 20 time-step and the data set in table (9.3).
Figure 9.4: Time evolution profile of the European put option
We compute the price of the European put option under Merton’s JDM at the
underling asset price S = E using the (0,2)-Padè scheme with the same parameters
in Table (9.3). The exact solution at S = 100 is 15.034989, which is computed by
the analytical formula [2] and the error is calculated by equation (9.1).
In this experiment we compare the the efficiency and accuracy of (0,2)-Padè
scheme when using two different spatial discretization methods as well as two
different integral approximation methods, that are the central finite difference
method with the composite trapezoidal rules and the Chebyshiv spectral method
with the Clenshaw-Curtis Quadrature rules.
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Table 9.8: Finite difference method vs Chebychev spectral method
Steps Central FD Method Spectral Method
M=N Value at E Error CPU Value at E Error CPU
40 14.84558872 1.89400e-01 0.040 15.03228280 2.70620e-03 0.041
80 14.98433811 5.06509e-02 0.100 15.03467073 3.18274e-04 0.121
160 15.02087991 1.41091e-02 0.120 15.03467073 3.18274e-04 0.184
320 15.03080592 4.18308e-03 0.418 15.03497510 1.39022e-05 1.241
640 15.03362563 1.36337e-03 1.659 15.03498484 4.16053e-06 9.471
1280 15.03449027 4.98731e-04 7.661 15.03498720 1.79765e-06 73.595
It can be observed from Table(9.8) that the Chebychev spectral method is
approaching the exact solution faster than the finite difference method. However,
the time of processing is much higher than of the FD method. This is due to the
dense matrix A is not Toeplitz matrix when using spectral method.
9.3 Pricing American Options
In this section we examine the efficiency and accuracy of our schemes in more com-
plex options which are the American options under Merton’s and Kou’s model.
Unlike European options, there are not an analytical solutions for American op-
tion so that all the error of all the examined experiments in this section will be
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calculated by taking the difference of two successive levels of refinements. i.e.
Error = |v2N(x, t) − vN (x, t)| (9.3)
9.3.1 American Call Option Under Merton’s model
We consider the truncated domain Ω = [−2.2, 2.2], with the parameters given in
table(9.9) and ε = 0.01. [42]
Table 9.9: Parameters for American call option.
E σ δ r λ μ T
100 0.15 0.25 0.04 1 0 1
To experimentally prove the order of convergence in space, we shall use the sec-
ond order central finite difference method and the Chebychev spectral method to
discretize the domain Ω in space. Regarding to the integral term (jump part), we
use composite trapezoidal rule when using finite difference method. Whereas, the
Clenshaw-Curtis Quadrature is used to approximate the integral term when using
the spectral method.
The results in table(9.10) are obtained by fixing the time-steps N = 100 , and
compute the American call option by the fourth order (0,4)-Padè scheme at the as-
set price S = E = 100. The error is calculated by equation (9.3), but with respect
to space not time, and the order represents the order of convergence computed by
the formula(9.2).
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Table 9.10: Order of convergence in space of FD and spectral methods
Central FD Method Spectral method
M Value Error Order Value Error Order
40 12.49678969 – – 12.71511194 – –
80 12.66399720 1.67208e-01 – 12.71794459 2.83265e-03 –
160 12.70438611 4.03889e-02 2.04960864 12.71811953 1.74943e-04 4.01719043
320 12.71462823 1.02421e-02 1.97944401 12.71813047 1.09423e-05 3.99889477
640 12.71723026 2.60203e-03 1.97680797 12.71813116 6.84221e-07 3.99931642
From table (9.10), it is noticed that the second and fourth order convergence are
achieved when using the second order central finite difference method and spectral
method respectively in the spatial discretizations.
9.3.2 American Put Option Under Merton’s Model
In this experiment we shall test the convergence of the (0,2)-Padè scheme in time
when using finite difference and spectral methods. The scheme is tested by pricing
the American put option under Merton’s JDM in the domain Ω = [−1.4, 1.4] ,
and the parameters in table (9.11) and ε = 0.01.
Table 9.11: Data set for American put option experiment .
E σ δ r λ μ T
100 0.15 0.3 0.03 1 0 0.5
The graph of the numerical solution of American put option under Merton’s
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model is given in figure(9.5). We also present the behaviour of the Delta and
Gamma options in figure (9.6) under American put option in Merton’s model. All
the figures are presented in the parameters given in table (9.11) and the domain
Ω = [−1.4, 1.4] , where N=80 and M=512.
Figure 9.5: Numerical solution of American put option under Merton’s JDM
(a) Delta (b) Gamma
Figure 9.6: Greek options under American put option in Merton’s model.
In table (9.12), we observe Order of convergence in time of our lower order
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L-stable scheme is achieved when using the finite difference method or the spectral
method as a spatial discretization. The results in table (9.12) is calculated under
the parameters given in table (9.11) and the domain Ω = [−1.4, 1.4].
Table 9.12: Order of convergence in time at fixed M = 1000.
Central FD Method Spectral method
N Value Error Order Value Error Order
40 7.38654964 – – 7.38681646 – –
80 7.38682832 2.78683e-04 – 7.38709526 2.78793e-04 –
160 7.38689937 7.10474e-05 1.97177005 7.38716628 7.10234e-05 1.97282795
320 7.38691730 1.79313e-05 1.98629894 7.38718421 1.79321e-05 1.98574951
640 7.38692181 4.50926e-06 1.99152175 7.38718872 4.50701e-06 1.99230254
9.3.3 American Put Option Under Kou’s Model
In this experiment we shall test the convergence of the (0,2)-Padè scheme in
time when pricing the American put option under Kou’s JDM in the domain
Ω = [−1.5, 1.5] , and the parameters [13] given in table (9.13)
Table 9.13: Data set for American put option experiment(2)
E σ ρ r λ α1 α2 T ε
100 0.15 0.3445 0.05 0.1 3.0465 3.0775 0.25 0.001
The graph of the numerical solution of American put option under Kou’s
model is given in figure (9.7). We also present the behaviour of the Delta and
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Gamma options in figure (9.8) under American put option in Kou’s model. All
the figures are presented in the parameters given in table (9.13) and the domain
Ω = [−1.5, 1.5] , where N=80 and M=512.
Figure 9.7: Numerical solution of American put option under Kou’s model
(a) Delta (b) Gamma
Figure 9.8: Greek options under American put option in Kou’s model.
In table (9.14), we observe the order of convergence in time of the L-stable
(0,2)-Padè scheme is achieved when we use the finite difference method as a spatial
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discretization. The results in table (9.14) is calculated under the parameters given
in table (9.13) and the domain Ω = [−1.5, 1.5].
Table 9.14: Order of convergence in time at fixed M = 1000 for Kou’s model
N Value Error Ratio Order
40 3.210517 – – –
80 3.210603 8.59891265e-05 – –
160 3.210625 2.20620565e-05 3.89760 1.96258696
320 3.210630 5.59474814e-06 3.94335 1.97942219
640 3.210632 1.41029229e-06 3.96708 1.98807898
9.3.4 Butterfly Spread call Option
We consider the price of the European and American butterfly spread call option
under Merton’s JDM obtained by (0,2)-Padè scheme. In this experiment we con-
sider the truncated domain Ω = [−2, 2] with the parameters given in Table(9.3).
Figures (9.9) represents the graph of the European and American butterfly call
option compared with the payoff function of same option. It it easy to observe
that how far is the American option’s value from the European one.
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Figure 9.9: Numerical solution of American & European butterfly options
Another view of the difference between the two options can be seen in Figure
(9.10) and (9.11) which represent the time evolution profile for European and
American butterfly call option respectively. All the three figures are obtained by


























































Figure 9.11: Time evolution of the American Butterfly spread call option.
The results in Tabel(9.15) present the values of the European butterfly spread
option at the asset price S = E = 100, obtained by (0,2)-Padè scheme and (0,4)-
Padè scheme with fixed space-steps M = 1500 nodes at every refinement.under
the data set given in Table (9.3) with the domain Ω = [−2, 2].
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Table 9.15: Order of convergence in time under butterfly option
(0,2)-Padè scheme (0,4)-Padè scheme
N Value Error Order Value Error Order
20 1.842771 – – 1.841614 – –
40 1.841917 8.536439e-04 – 1.841612 1.771131e-06 –
80 1.84169 2.266664e-04 1.913064 1.841612 1.235624e-07 3.841359
160 1.841632 5.857267e-05 1.952271 1.841612 8.157522e-09 3.920965
320 1.841617 1.490047e-05 1.97487 1.841612 5.097511e-10 4.000266
It can be observed from Table (9.15) that we have achieved a second and fourth





In this thesis we have developed L-stable numerical methods to obtain numerically
the solution for pricing American and European options under Merton’s and
Kou’s jump diffusion models. These models are extensions of the well-known
Black-Scholes model. The models are mathematically formulated by semilinear
partial integro-differential equations. Our numerical methods are based on Padè
approximation in the partial fraction form. These methods are divided into two
schemes, lower and higher numerical schemes.
We have used second order central finite difference method as a spatial
discretization methods in space. Then we used the Composite Trapezoidal Rule
to explicitly approximate the integral part. Using method of line (MOL) we end
up with a semidiscrete system of ODEs. Using the Duhamel principle we have
found the exact solution of the semi-discrete system. Finally we used (0,2)-Padè
schemes which base on the exponential time differencing schemes combined with
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Runge-Kutta methods. Where the matrix exponential function is approximated
by the (0,2)-Padè approximation. Furthermore, the FFT algorithm has been
used as a fast matrix-vector multiplication solver. All these techniques yield an
efficient and stable numerical method whose order of convergence is two in space
as well as in time.
To get a higher and faster accuracy, we also have used higher order methods. We
have used Chebyshiv spectral methods to discretize the space domain, then the
Clenshaw-Curtis Quadrature was used to approximate the integral part. Then
finally, we have used a fourth order (0,4)-Padè scheme whose construction is like
of the (0,2)-Padè scheme. This numerical method also achieves the fourth order
of convergence in space as well as in time.
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